This issue of the Journal of Precision Teaching is a reprint of the special issue on Precision Teaching produced by The Council for Exceptional Children in its Spring, 1990 Teaching Exceptional Children. John Cooper suggested this reprint project at the May, 1995 meeting of the Board of Consulting Editors. While many educators and practitioners of standard celeration refer to this issue of TEC as a succinct introduction to the discipline, it is no longer available from the Council. We are deeply indebted to Fred Spooner, who co-edited the TEC special issue with guest consulting editors Richard West and Richard Young, and to Virginia Miller, Copyright Administrator for The Council for Exceptional Children for their assistance in obtaining permission to reprint. Additional copies of this reprint issue will be available through the Journal of Precision Teaching's editorial office in the Center for Individualized Instruction at Jacksonville State University.

The Twelfth International Precision Teaching Conference will be held in Seattle, WA in Spring, 1996. A team of planners, coordinated by Owen White, is meeting in Seattle in September, 1995 to plan the conference, so look for an announcement and call for papers in the Volume XII, Number 1 issue of the Journal of Precision Teaching in Fall, 1995. Your attendance and participation is vital to the Conference's success and the growth of the Standard Celeration Society.